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Your view is an internet-based E-Magazine
which seeks to sprawl the views of confided artists
and writers to every corner of the world and makes a
worldwide community of passionate people.
Having this vision in mind, we conclude to collect
unique works from unique minds to make them
visible to the aspiring audience. By doing so, we are
trying to make a good change in this world.
If you see our idea as an incredible initiative to make
every single writer and artist proud and worthy, then
don't forget to support us.
That being said, I would like to wish you a happy
reading.
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In this time of global crisis, I wish you all a very healthy
and hearty month. Hope you all are safe and sound. Days
are tough and there’s always a chance it might get
tougher but as a unit we stand.
We do not go above, neither below, we go through.
Because that is who we are and because that is what the
moment demands. This world has shown an extreme
level of tolerance, in these times of unbearable
uncertainty and sky high intolerance. I bookmark these
times as an example in prudence, awareness and
helpfulness.
With a request to respect our public service staffs and
officials, to support the efforts of our governments with
maximum of your will and to save yourself from being a
liability to your countries by staying in as much as
possible, I’d like to continue.
I understand if you think the timing is inappropriate
however my perception is, ‘desperate times call for
desperate measures’
With these words I bring food to your soul, something to take
away your anxiety, something to dilute your dark thoughts and
some to give wings to your imaginations. A remarkably good
read for your current month.
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Unmiss you !
If only I could unmiss you,
At the times, when I badly miss you.
Eyes roaming outside the window,
As I stand there in a hope,
That maybe you'd pass by!
Ears longing to hear your voice,
I even keep my phone on, all the time
Maybe you'd feel like calling me tonight.
My heart is well aware of its doings,
It just wants to beat for you.
My brain is fogged with unsaid thoughts,
And it wants to go against my heart!
Why do you keep coming over?
When I try to come up,
With a thousand reasons
To not bring you back to my heart,
Just by thinking of you.
But you keep coming over.
Again and again!
Why don't you just go?
I want to forget you,
But you are not helping.
I wish I could unmiss you,
At the times, when I badly miss you!
What will it take for me to move on?
Because, I know,
It's wrong, to HOLD ON...

By Syeda Arfa Fatima
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XIII- Running Wild
I wish to escape into the depths of the ocean.
absorbing the silence of a sailboat full of memories.
I would close my eyes and feel the motion.
and allow crashing waves put my mind to ease.
I want to get lost in the music of an old love song,
embracing the lyrics of a beautiful tune.
finding a place where I could finally belong.
falling in love on a snowy Sunday afternoon.
In an old classic car. I wish to drive away.
travelling to delicate places undiscovered.
coming across a destination where I could stay.
And leave the broken pieces of me uncovered.

by Christins
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you'll find the one, carved for you.
"You'll find the one carved for you"
Been for you, in the dark.
Prayed for light to embrace your path.
Looked for you
Screamed help.
Found none,
When I needed some.
Stars became the hope.
Introduced me to the moon.
Sun became my light
In my hollow rooms
Keep wondering, kept questioning.
I found no answer to calm my soul.
But, to calm the ashes deep within my flesh,
The thought of karma did its bit.
"Karma serves goodness too"
There would be a day penned by the writers of our destiny
Approved by the universe
You'll find the one, carved for you.
You will create a world of no hardships, accompanying each other.
Hand in hand.
Soul to soul.

by Saloni gandhi
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Wish On Dandelions
Dandelions on summer,
A blanket of white color
Blow in the rhythm of the wind,
I recall her wishes as a child.
A child dreamer was born With time her dreams are gone,
As dandelions in distant sun-ray,
Oasis of her wishes lost faraway.
Where is the poem of twinkle star?
Do they still shine somewhere far?
Do the afternoon clouds still float?
Yes, they do but why we don't?
Where is gone those bees hum?
Dandelions of time we've become.
Duties knock at your door,
Do you miss moonbeam at shore?
Petals of your wishes above the hill
Float still, why can't you feel?
The knight in your shining armor,
Why is today a failed charmer?
Have you wondered why
Stardust fades in your eye?
...where is gone those bees hum?
Dandelions of time we've become.

by Anwesha Das
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More than enough
I was told there's more than enough
for all of us so why get jealous
There's more than enough for all of us
so why don't we support
There's more than enough for all of us
so why can't we be happy for each
other
There's more than enough for all of us
so why put each other down
There's more than enough for all of us
so why be fake with one another
There's more than enough for all of us
so why the hate
There's more than enough for all of us

by Dane Petersen
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I'm human after all
It happens sometimes,
I mean losing my way.
Why do I see it a crime?
I've forgotten what to say.
I can't always be fine,
As a human, I can't.
A fortune of my design,
But not to my heart's content.
Doesn't mean I've failed,
Just mean something else.
Pain won't ever prevail,
My heart still in silent yells
I'm allowed to lose it sometimes,
I'm human after all.
I'll find my own life's rhyme,
Losing my heart in fate's call.

by M.S. Bernardo
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Isolated
I'm an island
Surrounded by sea,
I hear constant whispers
Travelling in the breeze,
The message that a little fish
Sends to his family,
As he explores the shallow sea.
I'm an island
Surrounded by sea,
With wildlife flourishing deep inside of me,
Birds singing, the air's filled with melody.
And screams of innocence,
Hunted down by beasts.
I'm an island
Surrounded by sea,
I feel the need to be more than just me.
I see islands flourishing around me
With tourists and happy families
While I stay uninhabited,
Hidden, enclosed by giant trees.
I'm an island
Surrounded by sea,
In plain sight, yet, invisible to humanity.
But, I'm an island, surrounded by sea,
With a buzzing world inside of me.
The only place I wanna be.
by Priyanga.M.S.
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